
1 INTRODUCTION  

Building Information Modeling (BIM) promises 
to revolutionize the way AEC professionals design 
and execute projects.  Many anticipate a future 
where they will collaboratively use computer-based 
methods to improve the multi-disciplinary perform-
ance of their designs rapidly and execute these de-
signs effectively (Khemlani, 2004). Today, AEC 
professionals are currently benefiting from disci-
pline-specific BIMs and methods that improve sin-
gle discipline performance. However, iterative mul-
tidisciplinary processes are difficult due to ad hoc 
methods for information communication and con-
trol. It is therefore difficult to optimally execute 
these projects. AEC professionals tend to sub opti-
mize for single disciplinary performance, making 
late, over-budget, and functionally unsatisfactory 
projects all too common.  

Kunz and Rittel (1970) describe design as a social 
process in which AEC professionals simultaneously 
formulate statements about problems as well as 
statements about possible solutions to those prob-

lems. Gero (1990) and Schön (1991) similarly char-
acterize design as a goal-oriented, decision-making, 
exploration and learning process. Through literature 
review and observation of AEC projects, we have 
identified four interrelated and iterative design proc-
esses that we believe AEC professionals could for-
malize, and therefore better communicate, and con-
trol.  AEC professionals need to be able to define the 
important functions their designs need to perform. 
They need to propose design forms, and they need to 
analyze the behavior of these forms with respect to 
their many required functions. Finally they need to 
decide which options most effectively satisfy their 
many functions.  We observe that today AEC pro-
fessionals struggle to communicate their goals, pro-
posals, analyses, and decisions among project par-
ticipants. They also struggle to control the 
integration of this information with the information 
of other participants and throughout this iterative de-
fine, propose, analyze and decide (DPAD) design 
process. As a result, AEC professionals struggle to 
optimize the multidisciplinary performance of their 
designs. 
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We are therefore working to design and implement a 
methodology that enables AEC project teams to bet-
ter communicate and control their DPAD processes. 
This methodology builds on three recent projects at 
the Center for Integrated Facility Engineering. AEC 
professionals will define the important functions, 
forms, and behaviors (FFB) of their products, or-
ganizations and processes (POP) using the POPFFB 
(or POP for short) method. They will rapidly pro-
pose and analyze many competing forms using the 
Narrative method. They will decide amongst these 
competing forms, making multidisciplinary tradeoffs 
and driving the project towards improved perform-
ance using the Decision Dashboard (DD) method. 
See Figure 1. 

In this paper we describe a test case to motivate 
our methodology. We then describe our ongoing ef-
fort to formalize and implement this methodology. 
We are gathering test cases from current AEC pro-
jects. We are implementing this methodology in the 
CIFE iRoom. We will re-enact our test cases, and 
conduct live charettes using our implemented meth-
odology. We will validate our methodology with re-
spect to AEC professionals’ ability to communicate 
and control their multidisciplinary design processes 
and information.  

2 MOTIVATING TEST CASE 

This test case describes and diagrams the design 
process an architecture firm went through to deter-
mine the costs and benefits of employing an atrium 
in an office building in Northern California. Figure 2 
describes and diagrams some of the requirements 
they defined, some of the design options they pro-
posed, some of the analyses they performed and a 
summary of the decision they made.  The lines in the 
diagram are dashed because this process was not 
formalized in the computer.  

The architect knows that atria can be effective 
ways to take advantage of natural light, reduce 
building energy consumption, and improve the qual-
ity of the work environment, and thus the productiv-
ity of the occupants. However, atria can cause un-
comfortable glare conditions, have constructability 

and maintenance issues, and result in a bigger build-
ing footprint that costs money and takes longer to 
build. Therefore the architect wanted to know if they 
should employ an atrium on this project.  They first 
defined the site description, researched the regula-
tory requirements, and worked with the client to de-
fine the client’s requirements. Based on this func-
tional information, they then proposed two design 
options, a design with an atrium, and a more tradi-
tional design with no such daylighting feature.  
Next, they set about to analyze these designs. They 
analyzed the amount of daylight in key work areas 
and at key times of the day, measuring the suffi-
ciency and comfort of the lighting conditions. They 
used this information to estimate how much artificial 
lighting would be needed, factoring this amount into 
an analysis of the amount of energy each design 
would consume in a year. They then analyzed how 
long each design might take to construct, and how 
much each design might cost to construct. Using the 
first cost, and the energy consumption, they esti-
mated the lifecycle cost of each design. They used 
all these analyses to inform their client, and them-
selves, as to the cost and the benefits of the atrium, 
from which the client could make a decision. 

While the building is recognized as a highly in-
novative and successful example of sustainable ar-
chitecture (Leventhal 2001), the architect struggled 
to effectively communicate and control this design 
process, and they did not optimize this design: 

Communication: The architect provided a series 
of Microsoft Word™, Excel™ and other documents, 
containing over one hundred pages, in which they 
described the process they executed to determine the 
costs and benefits of the atrium. While the required 
design functions, proposed forms, analyzed behav-
iors, and decisions appeared in these documents, no 
diagram such as Figure 2 or other formal description 
of their DPAD design process that formally defined 
and interrelated these concepts existed for this pro-
ject. The architect has expressed a desire to more ef-
fectively communicate their design process to the 
owner, to consultants on this and on subsequent pro-
jects, and to the design community as a whole in or-
der to share a sound sustainable design process.  

Figure 1: We are formalizing four interrelated design processes to help AEC professionals better communicate and control them: 
define design functions, propose design forms (these can be product, organization or process forms), analyze these forms, and de-
cide on forms. To formalize these processes, we propose to integrate three CIFE methods: POP enables AEC professionals to de-
fine the functions, forms and behaviors of the products, organizations, and processes.  Narratives enable AEC professionals to 
propose and develop many design forms and analyze these.  Decision Dashboard enables AEC stakeholders to compare analyses, 
make tradeoffs, decide, and document their decisions. 

Define Propose Analyze Decide

POP Narrative Decision Dashboard
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Control: The architect also struggled to control 
this design process. On examining their documents 
we found a failure to accurately integrate informa-
tion from the energy analysis into the life cycle cost 
analysis.  Integration difficulties between discipline-
specific information have been well documented, for 
example: between requirements information and de-
sign information (Kiviniemi, 2004), between design 
information and analysis information (Kam and 
Fischer 2002), between design information and fab-
rication information (Haymaker et al 2004), and be-
tween analysis information and decision information 
(Kam, 2004). 

Quality of Design Solution: Because of the diffi-
culty communicating and controlling this design 
process, the design team was not able to fully ex-
plore this design. For example, they were unable to 
sufficiently explore many configurations of atria 
layout to determine the optimal layout for the en-
ergy, daylight, cost, and other criteria they deter-
mined were important. The ability to formally define 
and manage their information, the interdependencies 

between this information, and the decisions based on 
this information would have enabled the design team 
to more effectively communicate their design proc-
ess to the owner and other project participants, more 
effectively control and automate this process for the 
exploration of more options, and thus improve their 
multidisciplinary design solutions. 

3 POINT OF DEPARTURE 

3.1 Limitations of current BIM to support 
multidisciplinary design processes 

The concept of modeling a building project in a 
computer has had successes and received a lot of 
publicity in recent years.  Despite promising pro-
gress to date, we only see ad hoc management of 
BIMs in support of the multidisciplinary collabora-
tion. We review a successful multidisciplinary appli-
cation of BIMs and identify some limitations from 
that state-of-the-art example.  

 

Figure 2: A portion of the design process an architect and their consultants executed to define project requirements 
(functions), propose design options (forms), analyze these options based on many requirements (behavior), and decide 
on the appropriate design options based on these analyses. 

People Unit size Total
Office room 1 O1 4 10 40
Office room 2 O2 1 20 20
Open office O3 3 12 36

8 0 96
Units Unit size Total

Office storage, etc. A1 1 10 10
Office archive A2 1 8 8
Copy, printers, etc A4 1 10 10
Meeting space N1 1 25 25

4 0 53
People Total

8 0 149CS Department

Corporation Service Department

Office space

Total
Support activities

Total

Program

Define client 
requirements
Define client 
requirements

Define 
site

Define 
site

Define 
regulatory 

requirements

Define 
regulatory 

requirements
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE (2003)
…
404.8 Travel distance. In other than the 
lowest level of the atrium, where the required 
means of egress is through the atrium space, 
the portion of exit access travel distance within 
the atrium space shall not exceed 200 feet 
…

Propose 
atrium 

Propose 
atrium 

Propose
traditional

Propose
traditional

1. SHEET PILE FOUNDATION, DIKE, & SITE $146,285
2. TANKS $127,220
3. PIPING SYSTEM $65,543
4. PUMPS, DISPENSER, POWER, CONTROLS, ETC. $60,000
5. MISCELLANEOUS $33,985
6. OVERHEAD $137,800
7. FREIGHT $94,347
8. CONSTRUCTION SUB-TOTAL $665,180
9. DESIGN AND PERMITTING $100,000
10. CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT $100,000
11. PROJECT SUB-TOTAL $865,180
12. CONTINGENCY $173,036
13. TOTAL PROJECT COST $1,038,216

Analyze
first cost
Analyze

first cost

Analyze 
life-cycle cost

Analyze

Average Illuminance 
Footcandles (FC)  9AM / 3PM Noon 9AM / 3PM Noon 9AM / 3PM Noon

Near Atrium 50 - 60 100 - 110 125 - 140 190 - 210 180 - 200 320 - 340
Center 45 - 55 70 - 80 95 - 105 150 - 160 140 - 150 250 - 270
Near Perimeter 45 - 55 90 - 100 100 - 120 160 - 180 150 - 170 275 - 295
Estimated Likely Illuminance in FootCandles for Upper Level on Overcast Day

Average Illuminance 
 Footcandles (FC)  9AM / 3PM Noon 9AM / 3PM Noon 9AM / 3PM Noon

Near Atrium 30 - 40 55 - 65 70 - 80 110 - 120 95 - 115 180 - 200
Center 40 - 50 80 - 90 90 - 110 140 - 160 130 - 150 210 - 230
Near Perimeter 70 - 80 130 - 140 150 - 170 235 - 255 220 - 240 380 - 420

Estimated Likely Illuminance in FootCandles for Lower Level on Overcast Day

December September / March June

December September / March June

Analyze 
daylight
Analyze 
daylight

Most Likely
Productivity  % 
Improved

Absenteeism 
% Improved

Cost Benefit 1  
$

Daylighting 4 9 1,581,000

Analyze Productivity 
and Reliability

Analyze Productivity 
and Reliability

Lighting 
Energy Cost 
No 
Daylighting

Lighting 
Fraction 
Saved

Lighting 
Energy Cost 
W/ 
Daylighting

1st Floor @ 
70,000 SF 14,700 58% 8,526
2nd Floor @ 
61,000 SF 12,858 82% 10,544
Combined 
131000 SF 20,280 69% 19,070

Analyze
energy

Analyze
energy

Reduced Energy Loads: 
approx. 70% of lighting energy is 
saved in areas where daylighting
is employed.  In addition, electric 
lamp replacement and cooling 
loads are reduced. 

Increased Productivity: Worker 
productivity has increased 

Reduced absenteeism: 
Workers remain more alert, and 
are absent less, under natural 
lighting conditions.Simple Payback: 5.9 years

Daylighting

Decide on 
Atrium

Decide on 
Atrium

Analyze 
Constructability

Analyze 
Constructability
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The HUT-600 auditorium project in Helsinki, 
Finland is one of the first industry projects to use an 
array of multidisciplinary BIMs in the design proc-
ess (Kam and Fischer 2002).  The architects, struc-
tural engineers, energy consultants, HVAC design-
ers, and construction managers developed specific 
BIMs that addressed their disciplinary needs.  As a 
result, these individual BIMs enabled the end-users 
to better visualize the design; the architect to im-
prove his efficiency in producing design documents; 
and the energy and cost consultants to improve per-
formance of their specialty services.  However, the 
exchange process among the BIMs was ad-hoc and 
cumbersome in spite of the availability of an inter-
operable data exchange standard (See Figure 3).  
Decision-making focused on single-disciplinary 
proposals, such as HVAC choices (e.g., underfloor 
versus conventional systems) or architectural fea-
tures (e.g., skylight versus windows), but not on in-
tegrated choices across multiple AEC disciplines 
(e.g., structural system relationships with different 
architectural or HVAC choices).  There were no 
means or methods to define multidisciplinary objec-
tives, propose and analyze multidisciplinary options, 
and make tradeoff decisions.  

As this state-of-the-art example illustrates, AEC 
professionals in many disciplines are benefiting 
from BIM oriented computer applications, such as 
architectural visualization, daylight analyses, energy 
simulation, cost estimating, etc.  Emerging data 
structures such as the Industry Foundation Classes 
(IAI 2005), CIMsteel Integration Standards (Steel 
Construction Institute 2003), and the Green Building 
XML Schema (GBXML 2005) are supporting lim-
ited data exchanges, and a number of software appli-
cations are implementing these data standards. We 
do not envision that a single BIM will adequately 
serve to communicate and control multi-disciplinary 
interests present in a building project. The case study 

illustrates that current AEC methodologies do not 
enable AEC professionals to easily communicate 
and control design processes consisting of many 
BIMs, such as multidisciplinary objectives, propos-
als, analyses, and decisions. 

3.2 Three Emerging CIFE Methods to Address 
These Limitations 

In our effort to address current limitations of BIM’s 
to support multidisciplinary communication and 
control of design processes, we investigate three 
promising CIFE methods—POP, Narratives, and the 
Decision Dashboard as the starting points for our re-
search.   

The POP method (Kunz and Fischer 2005, Garcia 
et al 2003) enables AEC stakeholders to collabora-
tively define the important functions, forms, and be-
haviors of the products, organizations, and processes 
of an AEC project. For example, most BIMs are 
most commonly used to represent the form of the 
product (e.g., the architectural and structural systems 
and components of buildings).  However, other as-
pects of the project design – as shown in the other 
cells of the POPFFB matrix – need to be made ex-
plicit and designed as well (see Figure 5).  The POP 
method enables a broader and balanced communica-
tion and integration of these nine types of interre-
lated information models shown in the matrix.  We 
suggest AEC project teams use the POP method to 
collaboratively define and communicate their many 
types of information. 

The Narrative method (Haymaker et al 2004) en-
ables AEC stakeholders from multiple disciplines to 
formally and iteratively construct information mod-
els from other information models and control the 
integration of these evolving, distributed, multi-
disciplinary models. AEC professionals will use 
Narratives to propose many options, and analyze 

 

Figure 3: We captured both the theoretical concept (left) and the “chaotic” reality (right) of information exchange among the 
many BIMs from the HUT-600 Auditorium project in Helsinki, Finland.  Although the project benefited from various do-
main-specific BIMs, iterative multidisciplinary proposals, analyses, and decision tradeoffs were difficult due ad hoc methods 
for information communication and control.  
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these options by formally defining the dependencies 
between the defined functions, proposed forms, and 
analyzed behaviors, and to control the integration of 
these models. The Narrative method provides a 
graphical view of these dependencies. 

The Decision Dashboard method (Kam 2005) en-
ables AEC professionals to decide amongst project 
options. Represented in Decision Breakdown Struc-
tures (DBS), decision information includes compet-
ing sets of criteria (functions), decision topics, op-
tions, and alternatives (aggregations of options), and 
their relationships.  The Decision Dashboard allows 
stakeholders to interactively change and evaluate 
choices as the decision process evolves.  The DD 
makes all relevant decision information explicit and 
available for stakeholders to make and document in-
formed decisions.  It facilitates, but does not replace, 
the analysis or negotiation processes that are vital in 
AEC decision-making. 

4 RESEARCH METHODS 

To design our methodology, we are currently gather-
ing test cases, refining the POP, Narratives, and 
Dashboard theory and prototypes, integrating the 
prototypes in the CIFE iRoom, implementing the 
test case into the prototypes, holding charrettes with 
AEC professionals, and validating our research.  The 
following subsections explain these research tasks in 
further detail. 

4.1 Gather Test Cases 
We are observing real AEC projects and formulating 
case studies like those described in Sections 2 and 3.  
We are collecting the many representations the AEC 
professionals construct, and we document the issues 
they discuss. We are developing these observations 
into manageable test case scenarios, and use them to 
motivate, and develop criteria against which to vali-
date, our work. 

4.2 Refine and Implement Our Methodology 
We are refining existing POP, Narrative and DD 
modeling application prototypes, deploying them in 
the CIFE iRoom, and defining interfaces among 
these prototypes. The interface development relies 
on a generic Representation object, which all three 
methods specialize for their purpose. POP adds the 
POPFFB classification, Narrative adds dependency 
information, and DD adds Decision classification 
and relationships.  

 
Figure 4: A mock up the integrated POP (left screen), Narra-
tives (center screen), and Decision Dashboard (rights screen) in 
the CIFE iRoom.   

4.2.1 Define and Analyze with POP Modeling 
AEC professionals will use POP modeling (see fig-
ure 5) to define the key project requirements (i.e. 
functions), options (i.e., forms), and analyses (i.e., 
behaviors) of the project’s Products, Organizations, 
and Processes (see Figure 5). Current POP models 
are built in Microsoft Excel; we plan to develop a 
simple prototype with a similar interface that will 
enable AEC professionals to define each of the 
Product-Organization-Process-Form-Function-
Behavior Representation elements. POP modeling 
will promote synchronous, communication of mul-
tidisciplinary information models among the pro-
ject’s stakeholders.  
 

Product Organization Process
Respond to Site  Energy Expertise Sustainable
Regulatory Requirements Product. Expertise On time
Clients Requirements Daylight Expertise On budget
Good Daylighting Fast Meet LEED Reqmts
Low Lifecycle Cost Inventive Fu

nc
tio

n 

…  … 
Atrium Energy Consultant Design Sched
No Atrium Construction Mgr Const. Schedule
Green Roof Lighting Consult- LEED Certification
Metal Roof Architect 
Raised Floor HVAC Daylight Software Fo

rm
 

Overhead HVAC  … 
Daylight Analys. Many Options Meet Finish Date
First Cost Analys. Good Light Analys Meet Budget
Energy Analys. Good Prod Analys No Change Orders
Lifecycle CostsAnalys. Minimal Rework Minimal Latency
Productivity Analys. Many Light Analys.B

eh
av

io
r 

Structural Analys.  …   

 
Figure 5: POP models define the important Forms, Functions, 
and Behaviors of the project’s Products Organizations and 
Processes.  For example, this POP model defines an atrium and 
no atrium as two proposed form options, and defines the need 
for several analyses of the behavior of these forms, including 
Daylight, Cost, Energy and Productivity (shown bold). 
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While the POP model makes the main elements 

of a project’s Function, Form, and Behavior with re-
spect to its Product, Organization, and Process ex-
plicit, it does not make the dependencies between 
these elements explicit and therefore does not inform 
the process the project organization should carry out 
to design the project forms to accomplish the func-
tions.  Narratives inform this process by representing 
these dependencies. 

4.2.2 Propose and Analyze with the Narratives:  
Narratives (see figure 6) formalize and control the 
sources, nature, and status of the dependencies 
amongst information models.  A node in a Narrative 
consists of Representation and Reasoning.  The rep-
resentation (e.g., a BIM describing the architectural 
design of the office building with an atrium) serves 
as the information repository for professionals and 
their software tools for a particular task (e.g., Esti-
mate Cost).  The reasoning specifies how the task (a 
combination of human and software activity) trans-
forms the information from the information sources 
(repositories) into the information generated by the 
task.  By relating tasks (including their representa-
tion elements and tools) to each other a network of 
dependencies between, for example, forms and be-
haviors emerges, allowing AEC professionals to de-
sign, communicate, and control the design process 

explicitly.  AEC professionals will use Narratives to 
help them propose and analyze different competing 
options (e.g., propose atrium and other designs, and 
perform energy and cost analyses).  Our current im-
plementation of Narratives constructs and controls 
dependencies between geometric models (Haymaker 
et al 2004b); this research will extend the Narrative 
implementation to construct and control dependen-
cies between generic representations.  

4.2.3 Analyze and Decide with the Decision 
Dashboard:  

Through the application of POP models and Narra-
tives, professionals should be able to generate the 
right options with the best multi-disciplinary process 
possible.  Now, AEC stakeholders need to make the 
appropriate trade-offs between and decisions about 
the generated options. To do so, they then can use 
the Decision Dashboard (DD, see figure 7) to make 
design decisions from information constructed in 
both the POP and Narratives applications.  The form 
and behavior elements of the POP and Narratives in-
form the options from which the stakeholders need 
to select the best.  The functions become the criteria 
against which the options will be evaluated. The 
Narratives give the decision makers the confidence 
that the options were analyzed in a consistent and in-
tegrated way.  They also offer the potential to adjust 
or redo the analyses quickly and consistently  should 

Lighting 
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No 
Daylighting
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Lighting 
Energy Cost 
W/ 
Daylighting

Reduced 
Maint. 
Cost

Reduced 
HVAC 
Costs

Net Cost 
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1st Floor @ 
70,000 SF 14,700 58% 8,526 635 910 7,925
2nd Floor @ 
61,000 SF 12,858 82% 10,544 760 1,125 9,495
Combined 
131000 SF 20,280 69% 19,070 1,395 2,035 22,500
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Figure 6: Narratives formalize and control the dependencies between information models.  This Narrative formalizes the de-
pendencies between the Atrium and No Atrium design options, and the many analyses of these options. The information in 
these Narratives serves as input to the Decision Dashboard.  
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 the criteria or options change during the decision 
making process.  Thus, the DD serves as a decision-
support tool for AEC professionals to analyze inte-
grated decision information and to document the de-
cision-making process for other AEC stakeholders. 

4.2.4 Apply the methodology 
We will re-implement the test cases we gather using 
our DPAD methodology. We will also re-enact these 
test cases in charettes with students and AEC profes-
sionals. These charette participants will first use the 
POP approach to define the important models for the 
project. They will then use the Narrative framework 
to establish and control the interdependencies (either 
manually or automatically) between these models. 
Finally, the participants will use the Decision 
Dashboard to organize, enhance, and document the 
decision trade-off process. As the prototype matures, 
we will work with these participants to apply our 
methodology on their current multidisciplinary de-
sign and analysis problems. 

4.2.5 Validate the methodology 
The test cases will allow us to validate for the ex-

tent to which POP, Narratives, and DD help AEC 
professionals communicate and control their multid-
isciplinary projects.  While gathering case studies, 
we are documenting the performance of the AEC 
teams in terms of the following communication and 
control metrics. We will then compare the perform-
ance of AEC teams using our methodology with this 
baseline data: 

Communication: We will measure the number of 
stakeholders involved, the number of contributions 
made by these stakeholders. We will also measure  
the quality of communication by these stakeholders 
through a DEEP analysis (Garcia et al, 2003). DEEP 
measures the amounts of time AEC professionals 
spend in meetings Describing, Explaining, Evaluat-
ing, and Predicting. The purpose of this metric is to 
measure if AEC teams are communicating effec-
tively. The idea being that if they can spend less 
time Describing and Explaining, and spend more 
time Evaluating and Predicting, they are communi-
cating more effectively, and adding more value. 

Design 
Mass

Figure 7: The Decision Dashboard enables AEC professionals to manage project options and facilitate the decision-making 
process.  This DD organizes the atrium and no atrium design options under a decision topic called “Design Mass”.  Each Design 
Mass option has associated worst, most likely, and best-case options for the productivity analyzed in the Narrative. When a DD 
user switches the arrow from one option to another, the DD automatically propagates the effects of this change up this hierar-
chy, such that the currently selected decision topic, such as Design Mass, has productivity, lifecycle cost, and any other attrib-
utes that are defined lower in the hierarchy.  
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Control: We will measure the latency and rework 
involved in the data integration among different in-
formation models. We can measure the amount of 
time each information model remains not integrated 
with respect to the information models on which it 
depends. We can also measure the amount of time 
AEC professionals spend working on information 
that is not integrated. The purpose of this metric is to 
measure how quickly and accurately AEC teams are 
able to control their design processes.  

5 CONCLUSION 

AEC projects lag behind other industries in formal-
izing and controlling their processes. This is in large 
part due to the multidisciplinary and unique nature 
of AEC projects. We are working to design a col-
laborative design environment in which AEC teams 
can formalize their DPAD design processes . We are 
doing so through specializing three interrelated 
methods: POP, Narratives, and Decision Dashboard. 

We expect that more formal and transparent defi-
nition, proposal, analyses, and decision processes 
will improve the communication between the many 
information models and the many stakeholders.  We 
also expect that our refined prototype and interfaces 
will minimize data re-entry and shorten integration 
delay across multidisciplinary needs, enabling better 
process control. Finally, we expect that improving 
the communication and control of the multidiscipli-
nary design processes will improve the quality of 
multidisciplinary solutions. 
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